## Music Education Resources

### Examples of Refereed Research Journals

*Update: Applications of Research in Music Education*
*The Journal of Research in Music Education*
*Council for Research in Music Education Contributions to Music Education*
*Psychology of Music Psychomusicology*
*The Bulletin of Historical Research in Music Education*
*Journal of Music Therapy*
*Research Studies in Music Education*
*British Journal of Music Education*
*International Journal of Music Education*

### Examples of Refereed Professional Journals

*Music Educators Journal*
*Teaching Music*
*General Music Today*
*The American Music Teacher*
*The Instrumentalist*
*The Choral Journal*
*The American String Teachers Journal*

### Masters and Doctoral Dissertations


### Examples of Professional Journals (Editor Reviewed)

*Utah Music Educators Journal* (Formerly known as *Interface*)
*TheTriad* (Ohio Music Educator’s Journal)
*The Double Reed*

### Interviews

T. Priest suggested that students’ writing improves with practice (personal communication, January 17, 2007).

### Examples of compilations of Research

*The new handbook of research on music teaching and learning: a project of the Music Educators National Conference*

---

**Refereed Research Journals** are journals that are reviewed by an editorial board made up of experts in the field. These kinds of journals only accept reports on research.

**Refereed Professional Journals** are journals that are reviewed by an editorial board. There are various kinds of articles that are supported by more or less research.

**Professional Journals** are journals that are specifically focused towards a certain group of music educators. A single editor or group of editors who are appointed by the officers or an executive board of the organization usually determine what is published. These articles are supported by more or less research.
Masters and Doctoral Dissertations report on research conducted by masters and doctoral students engaged in graduate studies.

Interviews of individuals with education and experience may provide an excellent resource on various topics. This is particularly important when a topic has not been previously addressed by systematic research.

Compilations of Research: Although journal articles often present the latest information on various topics, there are excellent collections of research that have been compiled by various individuals or groups.